The Service Oriented Architecture (Soa) paradigm supports the assembly of atomic services to create applications that implement complex business processes. Since "real-life" processes can be very complex, composition mechanisms inspired by the Separation of Concerns paradigm (e.g., features, aspects) are good candidates to support the definition and the upcoming evolutions of large systems. We propose Adore, "an Activity meta-moDel supOrting oRchestration Evolution" to address this issue. The Adore meta-model allows process designers to express in the same formalism business processes and fragment of processes. Such fragments define additional activities that aim to be integrated into other processes and adequately support their evolution. The underlying logical foundations of Adore allow the definition of interference detection rules as logical predicate, as well as the definition of consistency properties on Adore models. Consequently, the Adore framework supports process designers while they design and then apply evolutions on large processes, managing the detection of interferences among fragments and ensuring that the composed processes are consistent and do not depend on the order of the composition.
Introduction
In the Service Oriented Architecture (Soa) paradigm an application is defined as an assembly of services that typically implements mission-critical business processes [1] . Services are loosely-coupled by definition, and complex services are built upon basics ones using composition mechanisms. These compositions describe how services will be orchestrated when implemented, and are created by business process specialists. In this context, a large part of the intrinsic complexity of an application is shifted into the definition of business processes. To perform such a task, process designers use "composition of services" mechanisms (e.g., orchestrations of services) and realize their use cases as message exchanges between services. A factor that contributes to the difficulty of developing complex Soa applications is the constant evolution of the underlying business. As a consequence, a business expert initially designs its own process, which is then enriched by evolution added by other experts, e.g., the security expert, the persistence expert, the sales expert.
This situation emphasizes the need for separation of concerns (SoC) mechanisms as a support to the design and the evolution of complex business processes. In the SoC paradigm, concerns are defined separately, and finally assembled into a final system using composition techniques. In the context of Soa, it leads us to compose orchestrations according to the upcoming evolutions, that is, to compose "composition of services". The complexity of building the final behavior that integrates all the concerns together is delegated to an algorithm.
The contribution of this paper is to support the evolution of business process through a compositional approach, i.e., to automatically support at the model level the evolution of complex business processes through the composition of smaller artifacts. We propose Adore to fulfill this goal. Adore means "an Activity meta-moDel supOrting oRchestration Evolution" and supports a compositional approach for process evolution. Evolutions are reified as models describing smaller orchestrations of services to be composed to produce the evolved system.
Running Example: Exploring Pictures Folksonomies
To illustrate this work, we use the PicWeb system. This example was initially designed for a MSc lecture focused on "Workflow & Business Processes", given in two universities (i.e., Polytech'Nice school of engineering and University of Lille 1). As a consequence, it follows Soa methodological guidelines, positioning it as a typical usage of a Soa for experimental purposes [2] . PicWeb is a subpart of a larger legacy system called jSeduite 1 , which deliver information to several devices in academic institutions. It supports information broadcasting from external partners (e.g., transport network, school restaurant) to several devices (e.g., smart-phone, PDA, desktop, public screen). jSeduite is currently deployed and daily used in three institutions (i.e., Polytech'Nice, Ies Clément Ader and Irsam), where large plasma screens are used to broadcast public information. PicWeb is a subpartof jSeduite, retrieving a set of pictures annotated with a given tag from existing partner services. It implements a business process called getPictures. Based on a received tag, the process retrieves all the available pictures associated with tag from usual repositories (e.g., flickr, provided by Yahoo!). In the remaining paragraphs, we assimilate PicWeb to this particular business process. We represent in Fig. 1(a) the first implementation of PicWeb, as initially defined in jSeduite. This process (i) receives a tag (a 0 ), (ii) asks a registry for the Api key associated to Flickr R (a 1 ), (iii) retrieves the relevant pictures from the repository (a 2 ) and finally (iv) replies this set to the user (a 3 ).
Need for evolutions in PicWeb. Soa systems are highly versatile, as they need to be continuously adapted to their underlying business. We illustrate this need in PicWeb through the change history of the system. These evolutions were driven by changes in the business needs, impacting the business process. For example, flickr conditions changed to restrict the number of times its service can be called per day. The business process had to evolve (e.g., introducing a cache to reduce call frequency) to tackle this unforeseen change. Each evolution implies to change an activity graph increasingly complex, enforcing the need for SoC mechanisms. The final process represented in Fig. 1(b) (currently up and running) was built according to the five following situations. It was first enhanced to also address the picasa service (b 1 , b 2 ), provided by Google. We secondly add a cache mechanism in front of the service calls (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ). To limit the size of the retrieved set up to a given threshold, we thirdly introduce a truncation mechanism (d 1 ). Then, we introduce a shuffling activity (e 1 ) to obtain different pictures each time. Finally, we introduce a timer mechanism to log the execution time of the shuffle activity (f 1 , f 2 ).
Challenges. As we saw, even on a simple example, the need for evolution to react to business changes in the context of business process is important. Therefore we consider in this article evolution as the integration of a set of changes in a legacy process. These changes are expressed separately by different stakeholders, and often introduce activities to be executed concurrently with the legacy process (e.g., invoking picasa should not impact the invocation of flickr). Thus, the mechanism used to support these evolutions should not introduce unwanted waiting between activities. More critical interferences such as nondeterminism can also be introduced in legacy processes. The manual detection of such interferences is difficult in front of thousands of activities and relations. Moreover, allowing a human to edit manually a business process does not ensure strong properties (e.g., preservation of the preexisting behavior) on the obtained process. The key idea of this contribution is to provide a formal meta-model supporting such evolution in an automatic way, i.e., composing unforeseen changes with legacy processes and supporting interferences detection.
ADORE: Modeling Business Process with First-Order Logic
We define Adore to address these challenges. The Adore activity metamodel is directly inspired by the Bpel language grammar expressiveness. The Bpel is defined as "a model and a grammar for describing the behavior of a business process based on interactions between the process and its partners" [3] . The Bpel defines nine different kinds of atomic activities (e.g., service invocation, message reception and response) and seven composite activities (e.g., sequence, flow, if/then/else), plus additional mechanisms such as transactions and message persistence. We decide to extract from the Bpel all concepts necessary "to describe the behavior of a business process". From the activity expressiveness point of view, Adore can be seen as a simplification of the Bpel concepts. We focus here on the definition of an activity kernel that support As Adore is inspired by graph theory, we use a graph-based representation of business processes. Vertexes represent activities ( e.g., message reception, service invocation), and edges represent causality relations. A a → b relation means that b will wait for the end of a to start its own execution. A a v → b relation strengthens the previous semantics, and conditions the start of b to the value of v. In this example, relations are combined using a conjunctive semantics (except for f 1 , as its incomming branches are syntactically exclusive). Activities a 1 and b 1 are concurrently executed when condition c in c 1 is evaluated to false. Colors annotate activities added during the same evolution. the definition of business processes in the large, without introducing a strong dependency with Bpel-specific concepts. Thus, we do not consider in Adore such notions (e.g., correlation set). A coarse-grained description of the Adore meta-model is depicted in Fig. 2 using the class-diagram formalism. In Adore, a business process is defined as a partially ordered set of activities. It defines several variables, used as input or outputs by its activities. Binary relations are used to schedule the activity set. A process can model an orchestration (i.e., an executable business process) or a fragment (i.e., a partial business process to be integrated into an orchestration to implement an evolution). The root of the meta-model is reified as the universe, that is, the element that contains all the available processes.
The Activity concept represents an elementary task realized by a given business process. An activity uses a set of inputs variables (ins), and assigns its result in a set of outputs variables (outs). The different types of activities that can be defined in Adore (see Fig. 3 (a)) include (i) service invocation (Invoke), (ii) variable assignment (Assign) (iii) fault reporting (Throw), (iv) message reception (Receive), (v) response sending (Reply), and (vi) the null activity (Nop), which is used for synchronization purpose. Consequently, from an expressiveness point of view, the Adore meta-model contains all the atomic activities defined in the Bpel normative document except the wait (stopwatch activity) and the rethrow that implement syntactic sugar 2 .
Adore defines four different types of relationships between activities (see Fig. 3 (b)) to reify Bpel control-structures. All relations are expressed using binary operators. Adore can define simple wait between activities through the WaitFor operator (related to the sequence structure in the Bpel, and denoted as a ≺ a ′ ). Conditional branches in a control-flow are represented using Guard relations (related to the if structure in the Bpel, and denoted as a v ≺ a ′ ). A Bpel flow is modeled in Adore as the absence of relation. As the complete description of the Adore meta-model [4] is out of the scope of this paper, we will focus here on WaitFor and Guards, which are expressive enough to cover the example studied in this paper. Nevertheless, to support the expressiveness of the Bpel, we also define the WeakWait relation, used to reify predecessors' disjunction [5] (i.e., non-determinism in the order of events). Finally, a fault catching mechanism is defined through the OnFailure relations.
Contrarily to the Bpel, the intrinsic purpose of Adore is to support the evolution of orchestrations. To perform such a goal, we extend the previously defined meta-model to represent partial processes (see Fig. 3(a) ). Such Fragment are not suitable for direct execution: they aim to be integrated into existing Orchestrations. As a consequence, they hold three kinds of special activities, dedicated to this goal: (i) a Hook which represents the point where the fragment will be integrated, (ii) a Predecessors to represent hook' predecessors in the targeted orchestration and finally (iii) a Successors to represent hook' successors. To illustrate this point, we depict in Fig. 4 (a) a fragment of process used to truncate a data set Data ⋆ . We decide to represent fragment specific activities using a dashed notation instead of a plain one, to make their intrinsic nature explicit 3 . This fragment introduces a d 1 activity between its hook point (h) and the associated predecessors (circled P ). The Data ⋆ variable is actually a ghost variable, related to the existing behavior (as it is used by the hook). We illustrate in Fig. 4 (b) the expressiveness of Adore. In this fragment, we concurrently introduce a call to the picasa service (b 1 ), which retrieves relevant pictures using the T ag ghost variable. Then, we introduce an activity (b 2 ) in the preexisting control-flow (P → h → S) to merge the pictures retrieved from this new source with the ones obtained through the legacy invocation (i.e., the P ict ⋆ ghost variable). Links with Many-sorted First-order Logic. Adore is formalized through the definition of each concept using the many-sorted first-order logical formalism. The goal of this work is to build a solid basis used to support evolution algorithm definition and interference detection. Moreover, the usage of first-order logic definitions allows us to easily map this formal model into an executable implementation, using the Prolog language 4 . Instead of providing an extensive description of the logical foundations of Adore, we will introduce the associated concepts on the fly. We use the following conventions in the next definitions: (i) we denote with a ⋆ symbol a set (e.g., 2 ∈ N, {1, 2} ∈ N ⋆ ) and (ii) we access to the content of a tuple using eponymous functions (e.g., the name function gives access to the name part of the tuple). A more detailed version of the formal model is available in Appendix A.
Consistency
Properties. An Adore model (i.e., a model conforms to the Adore meta-model) assumes the respect of several consistency rules 5 . These properties reify constraints expressed over the meta-model and consequently restrict the Adore expressiveness into entities compatible with the evolution mechanism described in the upcoming sections. For example, processes are isolated in Adore, and activities and variables are uniquely contained by one process. A formal description of the consistency rules is available in Appendix B. We describe here only the three properties used as strong assumptions by the evolution algorithm described in Sec. 4.2. In the following sections, we define a path between two activities a and a ′ (denoted as a → a ′ ) as the transitive closure of the available relations in the process to be followed to reach a ′ from a. Property 1. (fragment coherence). Let f ∈ F a fragment. This fragment defines at least one path which connects predecessors, hook and successors.
(process isolation). Let p ∈ P a process. Activities and variables contained in p are locally scoped and as a consequence cannot be shared with other processes. The only way to break this isolation is to use the evolution process to accurately merge several elements into a new one.
Property 3. ("entry-to-exit" path existence). Let p ∈ P. All exit points of p are connected to its entry point through a path.
∀p ∈ P, ∀a ∈ acts(p), a = exit(p) ⇒ entry(p) → a Execution Semantics. The execution semantics is based on boolean logic, as we associate to each activity a i a boolean formula computed over the set of its predecessors, denoted as ϕ(a i ). An in-depth description of the ϕ computation can be found in [6] . The key idea of this execution semantics is to mimic the semantics of the Bpel language, completing the expressiveness compatibility between Adore and Bpel. A more detailed version of the formal model is available in Appendix C. We describe here example of trigger formulas computed for the PicWeb process described in Fig. 1(b) .
(c 2 and c 3 are exclusive)
Stepwise Evolution of Business Processes
Using Adore, we support the evolution of business processes through the weaving of fragments into existing orchestrations. The goal of this section is (i) to describe the mechanisms used to perform a weave and (ii) to formally describe the different properties ensured by the algorithm. A preliminary version of the described algorithm was initially described in [7] .
Action-based weaving
As the Adore meta-model aims to compose business processes together, we need to formally define mechanisms to interact with Adore models. Stateof-art approaches such as the Mof reflexive Api [8] use an action language to perform such a goal. The Praxis approach advocates an action-based approach of model representation: "Every model can be expressed as a sequence of elementary construction operations. The sequence of operations that produces a model is composed of the operations performed to define each model element" [9] . It restricts the set of operations defined by the MoF to four, allowing one to (i) create a model element, (ii) delete a model element, (iii) set a property in a model element (setProperty) and finally (iv) set a reference from a model element to another one (setReference).
Considering Adore as a meta-model dedicated to business processes, we decide to specialize the concepts expressed in Praxis to build a domain-specific language dedicated to the handling of Adore elements. In this context, we define two elementary actions (add & del), and two composite actions defined as macros over the elementary ones (replace & discharge). We decide to use a functional representation of the actions, considering that the execution of an action returns a new universe instead of modifying the existing one through a side-effect. To lighten the description of the mechanisms, we refer to Adore elements in the same way one refers to "model elements" when talking about class instances. We denote as Action the set of all existing actions. To lighten the description of the logical formulas, we indifferently accept for an element the usage of the element itself or its identifier (its name).
Execution. An action is performed on a given universe u ∈ U . We denote as do : Action × U → U the function used to concretely execute an action. Such execution cannot fail and always returns a new universe. Considering an ordered list 6 of actions A = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) ∈ Actions ⋆ < , we define the execution of A on u as the functional folding [11] of do (denoted as do + ).
Atomic operations: Add & Del. Using these actions, one can change a container element (e.g., a business process or an universe) by adding (respectively removing) an element inside the container. To lighten the description, we assume that the container exists in the universe used to perform the action. Executing an elementary action only modifies the container element, ceteris paribus. We use a kind index to differentiate the different kinds of elements handled by the (e.g., add r represents the add of a relation). These actions are idempotent.
• Add: This operation is used to create an element and insert it into another one, e.g., adding an activity into a business process. It tooks as input a ground term (the kind of concept to be added, e.g., activity), the element 6 We consider a list as usually defined in the literature [10] , with function such as head to retrieve its first element, tail to access to the others and + ← to append an element at its end. We use the E ⋆ < notation to denote a "list of E" to be added and its future container. We use a term of arity two to represent it: add kind (element, container).
• Del: The semantics of a del action is to remove an element in the original model, and the execution of such an action returns an universe which is contained by the original one. The deletion of a non-existing element is accepted, and basically returns the original universe. We use a term of arity two to represent it: del kind (element, container).
Composite actions: Replace & Discharge. Since the previously described actions are elementary and technically-oriented, we define more complex actions by combining them. We define these actions as macros, that is, actions which can be refined into elementary ones. The execution semantics associated to these macro-actions is equivalent to the execution of the sequence of elementary actions associated to a macro, statically computed before starting the execution. We use logical substitutions as defined by Stickel [12] to allow one to build new elements by modifying existing ones. According to this definition, a substitution component is "an ordered pair of a variable v and a term t written as v ← t. A substitution component denotes the assignment of the term to the variable or the replacement of the variable by the term.". Thus, a substitution is "a set of substitution components with distinct first elements, that is, distinct variables being substituted for. Applying a substitution to an expression results in the replacement of those variables of the expression included among the first elements of the substitution components by the corresponding terms. The substitution components are applied to the expression in parallel, and no variable occurrence in the second element of a substitution component is replaced even if the variable occurs as the first element in another substitution component". The application of substitution θ to expression A is denoted by Aθ. The composition of substitutions θσ denotes the substitution whose effect is the same as first applying substitution θ, then applying substitution σ; that is, A(θσ) = (Aθ)σ for every expression A.
• Replace: The replace action allows one to change all usages of an element (named old) by another one (named new). The replace action is modeled as a term of arity four: the kind of replacement, the old element, the new one, and the container p. We define a short notation r(old, new, p) which makes implicit the kind of replacement to lighten the descriptions. Executing a replace action means to add the new element, substitute all usage of old in p by a usage of new, and then delete the old element. In Adore, we only allow the replacement of variables and activities, contained by a given process p ∈ P. A replacement is valid only between elements from the same kind (i.e., an activity a ∈ A cannot be replaced by a variable v ∈ V). For example, to replace a variable v by a variable v ′ in a given process p, the execution of r(v, v ′ , p) actually (i) adds v ′ in p, propagates the use of v ′ in (ii) the activities that used v (prop a ) and (iii) the Guard relations that used v (prop r ), and finally (iv) deletes v.
• Discharge: This composite action allows one to discharge the contents of a given process p ∈ P into another one (called p ′ ). As a consequence, the discharged process is destroyed and its contents is added inside the targeted one. For example, this action is used to add the whole content of a fragment inside its targeted orchestration. We model this action as a term of arity two: d(p, p ′ ).
Using the SimpleWeave algorithm, a process designer can implement an evolution through the integration of a fragment f ∈ F into another process (i.e., orchestration or fragment) p ∈ P. For example, one can asks Adore to integrate the truncate fragment (depicted in Fig. 4(a) ) into the initial implementation of PicWeb, obtaining an enhanced version (see Fig. 5(a) ). We depict in Fig. 5(b) how the picasa fragment (see Fig. 4(b) ) is composed with the initial process to implement such an evolution.
To perform the SimpleWeave, the designer must express where the fragment will be woven (e.g., in the previous case, the a 3 activity). This target is defined as a set of activities (B ∈ A ⋆ , called a block ). We also use a binding function β to let the user bind the ghost variables with concrete ones at weave time (e.g., in the previous case, the function associates the Data to the concrete pict ⋆ variable) . We modeled this weaving directive as a term ω of arity three: ω(f, B, β) ∈ Directive, where f ∈ F the fragment to be integrated, B ∈ A ⋆ its target and (β : V × V → B) the binding function. In the previous example, the two following directive are used: (i) ω(truncate, {a 3 }, ≡) to introduce the truncate fragment, and (ii) ω(picasa, {a 1 , a 2 }, ≡) to introduce the picasa fragment.
Both uses the variable type equivalence function (≡) to bind ghost variables to concrete ones (this is the default). Thus, concrete variables to be used will be identified based on their structural equivalence with the ghosts ones:
(i) Data ⋆ ≡ pict ⋆ as they are both typed as "set of pictures", and (ii) T ag ≡ tag as they are both typed as strings. Using a user-given function allows Adore to let the user explicitly choose the variable to be used in front of multiple candidates (e.g., if multiple strings were defined in the process). Nevertheless, one of our validation (see Sec. 6) case study defined 139 directives, and the type equivalence function was used for 135 directives.
The SimpleWeave algorithm takes as input a directive ω(f, B, β), and a process p (B ⊂ acts(p)). The algorithm starts by discharging the content of f in p. As a consequence, all elements (variables, activities and relations) defined in the fragment are now part of the targeted process, including ghost elements (i.e., hook variables and fragment-specific activities). These ghosts must be eliminated from the process. The algorithm relies on two principles to perform this task: (i) it concretises the ghost activities of f (i.e., predecessors, successors and hook are binded with existing elements) and (ii) it replaces the ghost variables of f by real ones according to the binding function β.
(i) Ghost Activities Vanishment. The ghost activities of the woven fragment must be replaced by the associated elements defined in p, according to B. Considering a directive denoted as ω(f, {a}, β), we denote as P a the set of a predecessors, and S a the set of a successors in p. The hook activity defined in f is denoted as h and its predecessors as P h (respectively its successors as S h ). The predecessor ghost activity is denoted as P (respectively S for the successors ghost activity). These elements are formally defined as the following (the instantiation on the previous truncate example is given on the right part):
The ghost activities vanishment follows the three following principles:
• P 1 : Linking the untargeted behavior with the new one. Each relation existing in the original process between a predecessor of a (π ∈ P a ) and a must be propagated 7 to add such relations when a relation is defined between P and a newly added activity (φ ∈ acts(f )). It also propagates the relation existing between a and successors of a (σ ∈ S a ), following the same principle. The actions generated to perform this task ensure that the legacy predecessors and successors are well-connected with the newly added activities.
• P 2 : Linking the new behavior with the concrete hook. Each relation existing between the hook predecessors (π ∈ P h ) and the hook itself (respectively the hook and a successors of the hookσ ∈ S h ) must be propagated to take care of the newly added activities. The actions generated for this task ensure that the activities added through the fragment are well connected with the targeted activity.
• P 3 : Deleting Ghost Activities. All relations between P, S and h must be deleted. After that these ghost activities can be deleted too. As a consequence, after performing these actions, the ghost elements defined in f are definitively destroyed.
This step generates the following actions in the example described in Fig. 5 :
The ghost variables used in the fragment must be replaced by the concrete ones, preexisting in the legacy behavior. We use the binding function β to perform such a task 8 . For each input ghost variable (respectively output), the β function is invoked to identify a matching candidate existing in the real inputs (respectively outputs) of the targeted activity.
Assuming that there is a single candidate matched, the algorithm generates the associated replace directives, and picks up the next ghost variable. When applied to the previous example, this step generates the replacement of data ⋆ by pict ⋆ (i.e., r(data ⋆ , pict ⋆ , v 0 )). The binding process can also identify two other situations: (i) there is no candidate found for this ghost variable or on the contrary (ii) there are multiple candidates. At the implementation level, an error is raised in front of such a situation. Recent work with the requirement engineering community allows us to also consider alternative strategies [2] .
Handling Blocks of Activities. The previous principles were defined over a single concrete activity. Considering the target defined in a directive as an activity block B = {a 1 , . . . , a n } ∈ A ⋆ , we can generalize the two previously described principles to accurately tackle it. The key idea of this generalization is to compute the firsts(B) (respectively lasts(B)) elements of the activity blocks according to the partial order, and then compute the associated actions based on their predecessors (preds(B)) and successors (succs(B)). For example, in the example depicted in Fig. 5(b) uses a block b = {a 1 , a 2 } as target. Thus, the predecessors of this block are assimilated to the predecessors of its first element, i.e., preds(b) = {a 0 }. In case of concurrent first elements (e.g.,, consider a block b ′ = {a 1 , a 2 , b 1 } in Fig. 1(b) , firsts(b ′ ) = {a 1 , b 1 }), predecessors are computed as the union of the predecessor of each first element (in the previous example, this particular case returns the singleton {c 1 }). The semantics associated to the successors is equivalent, using the lasts element of the block instead of the firsts ones.
Complete Algorithm. We describe in Alg. 1 the SimpleWeave algorithm. The algorithm starts by initializing local variables and generating the first action: discharging the fragment content into the targeted process (line 2). Then, it performs the ghost activity vanishment step (lines 5 → 10). The variable replacement step (lines 12,13) is performed before the return of the final action list (line 15). It is important to notice that actions are generated on the legacy processes (i.e., the right part of the intensional definitions relies on the preexisting elements) and then cannot interfere with each others. We represents in Fig. 6 the result of the execution of SimpleWeave on the running example. As fragments are copied by the engine before the composition, it is possible to reuse the same fragment in multiple composition directives. The previously described algorithm only allows the weaving of a single fragment into a single process. We define the final Weave algorithm as a folding of the SimpleWeave one. It takes as input a set of directives Ω, and the targeted process. The computed action list is returned to the caller as the concatenation of all the action list generated by the SimpleWeave algorithm. the immediate advantage of the Weave algorithm is its order-independence, as it considers is input directives as a set. Thus, executing Weave({ω 1 , ω 2 }, p) means to introduce the evolution modelled by ω 1 and ω 2 without ordering them. It is not possible with usual approach (e.g., AspectJ) that relies on sequential weaving (f • g(x) = f (g(x))): with such systems, ω 1 will be woven on p, and the result of this weaving will be used as target to weave ω 2 . Thus, the weaving of ω 2 may captures elements introduced by the weaving of ω 1 . Adore prevents such a behavior through the computation of each action set (one for each composition directive) independently of the others. Sequential weaving is immediately supported by the approach, as the execution of algorithm output is endogenous and produces a new process (evolved):
Detecting Interferences During the Evolution Process
Interactions between the different evolutions may happen and then generate interference. This vocabulary is borrowed to the Aspect-oriented community: "Aspects that in isolation behave correctly, may interact when being combined. When interaction changes an aspect's behaviour or disables an aspect, we call this interference" [13] . Based on the meta-model previously defined and its associated logical representation, it is possible to verify a given process against declarative specifications of invariants. In this paper, we focus on non business interferences detection and show how the proposed algorithms ensure some properties, such as determinism. However, this mechanism can also be used to implement business invariants (e.g., "the shuffle activity must be monitored"), specific to a given process. For the sake of concision, we only describe here invariants that are common to all business processes, and provided to the designers by the Adore framework.
Interferences Detection: Concurrency
Adore defines several rules to detect behavioral interferences, that is, unexpected behavior generated by interferences between the woven evolutions. We focus here on interferences driven by concurrency issues: (i) concurrent access to a variable and (ii) concurrent response sending.
Activity Exclusiveness. The concurrent interference described here intuitively relies on the exclusivity of activities execution. Informally, two activities a and a ′ are defined as exclusive (denoted as a ⊗ a ′ ) when they cannot be executed in parallel. We base the definition of this property on the boolean formula associated to each activity through Adore execution semantics (see Appendix C). The property is computed as a comparison of all execution formulas defined in the execution path to identify the exclusion 9 .
Concurrent Access to a Variable. We consider here the following situation: in addition to the previously described truncate evolution (applied on {a 3 }), another user asks Adore to introduce a shuffle evolution (applied on {a 2 }), as described in Fig. 7 . This evolution generates a concurrent access to the variable pict ⋆ , as both d 1 and e 1 use it as output.
Usual aspect ordering techniques cannot handle this situation, since the two different fragments are woven at different locations in the base process and then cannot be ordered using an AspectJ-like mechanisms 10 . Moreover, the fact that Adore identifies such an issue is a strength to support the assessment of large processes after evolution. At the implementation level, this situation is automatically detected through the satisfaction of a logical rule. Such an event is raised to the user, who can identify its source and fix the problem (e.g., by adding a waitFor relation between the two activities, in the previous case e 1 ≺ d 1 ).
Let p ∈ P, ∃a ∈ acts(p), ∃v ∈ outputs(a), ∃a ′ ∈ acts(p), a ′ = a, v ∈ vars(a ′ ), ¬(a ⊗ a ′ ) Concurrent Termination. Considering two different evolutions that enhance a process with new exit activities, it is possible to obtain as a result of the evolution process a non-deterministic process, which can answer two different responses for the same input message. This situation can be identified by Adore as the satisfaction of a logical rule. Identifying such a situation supports designers to identify unexpected (and potentially complex) conditions set in their processes.
Let p ∈ P, ∃a ∈ exit(p), ∃a ′ ∈ exit(p), a ′ = a, ¬(a ⊗ a ′ )
Bad-smells: Equivalent Activities & Forgotten Directives
The previously described interferences were dangerous in terms of process execution. We focus now on the detection of bad-smells in the composition process. We identified two situations were such bad-smells can occur: (i) a fragment introduces an equivalent activity in a process and (ii) an activity equivalent to one used as a fragment target exists in the process. Introducing Equivalent Activities. Multiple fragments can introduce service invocations that are equivalent by weaving the same fragment on several activities or by requesting the same service in different fragments. A logical predicate is used to identify the situation and adequately inform the designer.
Let ω(f, B, β) ∈ Directive, p ∈ P, B ⊂ acts(p), ∃α ∈ acts(f ), ∃α ′ ∈ acts(p), α ≡ α ′ Forgotten Weave. When a fragment f is woven on an activity a ′ that is equivalent to another activity a that is not yet woven with f , the designer may have forgotten to weave f on the activity a (e.g., an access control policy). Such a situation is identified by Adore and a suggestion is displayed to the designer.
Let ω(f, B, β) ∈ Directive, p ∈ P, B ⊂ acts(p), ∃B ′ ⊂ acts(p)\B,
Properties Ensured
The Weave algorithm supports designers when they need to introduce evolution in their processes, by automating the integration of evolutions (implemented as fragments). This integration ensures a set of properties, which helps designers to assess the composed process. When using the Weave algorithm to enrich a preexisting process, designers know that these properties are ensured by the algorithm, and can then focus on their business preoccupations.
Weave Property 1. Directive Order Independence. For a given Weave execution, the way designers express the directives does not matter in the obtained result. The Weave algorithm works on a set of directive Ω, which is by definition unordered. For each directive ω(f, B, β) ∈ Ω, the algorithm generates a set of actions, but never executes it. Consequently, weave directives are handled in isolation, and cannot interfere between each others.
Weave Property 2. Determinism. The Weave algorithm is deterministic and ensures to always return the same result for a given set of weave directives. The actions generated for each weave directive add new activities and relations in the legacy process, and only delete the ghost elements. The way relations are added is deterministic. According to the idempotency property of the elementary actions and the order-independence, the execution of the action set always produces the same process as a result.
Weave Property 3. Path Preservation. An execution of the Weave algorithm may extend preexisting execution paths, or add new ones, but cannot destroy existing ones. Let f a fragment. According to the fragment coherence property (Prop. 1), at least one path exists between P(f ), hook(f ) and S(f ). Let B the block used as weave target, P B the preexisting predecessors of B and S B its preexisting successors. By construction, the P(f ) activity is mapped with all activities defined in P B , and S(f ) is mapped with all activities defined in S B . The algorithm never deletes a preexisting relation. Consequently, existing paths are transitively conserved in the composed process.
Weave Property 4. Execution Order Preservation. If the handled fragment does not bypass their hooks, the preexisting execution order is preserved by construction. In the other situations, such a bypass is considered as expected at the application level since it is defined in the fragment by the designer. The path preservation property ensures that the preexisting execution flow is conserved, but does not ensure that the preexisting execution semantics is preserved. The only way of breaking the preexisting semantic is to weave a fragment that defines a path which does not contains its hook activity. Such a situation implies that the concrete successors of the targeted block of activity may then be executed even if the block was not executed.
Weave Property 5. Condition Preservation. Using Adore, guards added by fragments and presexisting guards cannot interfere between each others and are preserved by construction, since the designer does not use a ghost variable in a guard. The previous property ensures that the execution order is preserved. Even if we assume the respect of this property in this paragraph, it does not mean that preexisting conditions are always preserved. According to the process isolation property (Prop. 2), each variable defined in a process is unique, and contained by only one process. Variables interact between each others through the ghost variable replacement step of the Weave algorithm, where hooked variables are mapped to concrete ones. As a consequence, the only way for a fragment to interact with a preexisting guard is to define a new guard based on a hooked variable. A restriction of Adore expressiveness (a guard relation should not use as left part a ghost variable) ensures that the preexisting conditions are always preserved, since the execution order is preserved.
Weave Property 6. Variable Initialization. Assuming that preexisting elements are initialized, the variables handled in a composed process are initialized too, by construction. For a given fragment f , ghost variables are the only one which do not need to be initialized: they are replaced with concrete elements by the algorithm. Assuming that the handled processes (both fragment and targeted process) always initialize a variable before using it, the algorithm ensures that no uninitialized variable can be encountered in a composed process (thanks to the path preservation property P w3 ). At the verification of variable initializations relies on an exploration of all possible execution paths, which is a very time-consuming operation. As a consequence, it is faster to check this property on small artifacts, and ensure by construction that the composed (eventually huge) process respects this property.
Weave Property 7. Process Response. For each received message, a response message will be generated by the composed process. The entry-to-exit property (Prop. 3) ensures that a fragment f always defines a path between its entry point P(f ) and an exit point (S(f ), a throw or a reply activity). This property must also be true in the targeted process. The algorithm binds P(f ) and S(f ) to concrete activity. As a consequence, the newly added activities are connected to the process entry point (through P(f ) binding) and to the preexisting exit point through S(f ) binding (if needed). Consequently, we can ensure that each activity (which is not an exit point) is connected to at least one exit point in the composed process.
Validation
In addition to the design of PicWeb with Adore, we also illustrate the usage of the approach with two large case studies, published in separated contributions.
Cccms. The Car Crash Crisis Management System (Cccms) is realized as an answer for a common case study on Aom, according to a requirements document co-published by the University of McGill and the University of Luxembourg [14] . We use Adore to generate two systems in this context: (i) the business-only system (including only the business extensions, i.e., evolution to be introduced in the initial process) and (iii) the final system (including both business extensions and non-functional concerns). Even if this case study is not driven by evolution needs, it allows us to validate Adore according to the three following dimensions: (i) expressiveness, (ii) scalability and (iii) implementation. The complete details of this case study are available in [15] .
• Expressiveness: The requirements document (29 pages) was defined by external stakeholders, which emphasizes the fact that Adore can be used in real-life context. The special issue associated to this document evaluated the different approaches w.r.t. "how well they describe the application of the approach to the Cccms case study, the appropriate numbers of models and on the quality of the analysis of advantages and disadvantages of the AOM approach". The Adore approach allows us to cover all the use cases defined in the document, without any methodological issue. The Adore implementation of the Cccms is composed by 8 orchestrations and 30 fragments. Moreover, interference detection mechanisms identify lacks in the requirements, at the process level (e.g., data that were defined in a particular business process but never reused in the others).
• Scalability: The cognitive load indicator aims to quantify the intrinsic complexity of a business process for a human designer. It is defined as an coarse grained approximation of the Control Flow Complexity indicator [16] . For five business processes, the cognitive load of the final process was significantly higher than the sum of the cognitive loads of the basic element used to obtain it (e.g., 247 > 6). For the others, the two values were on the same scale. We also notice that up to 80% of a final business process is composed by activities that were not defined in its initial description.
• Implementation: The Cccms case study was intrinsically defined as a very large case study. The final system (obtained after the execution of the composition directives) represents 1216 activities scheduled by 895 relations 11 . We summarize in Tab. 1 the number of times each algorithm is invoked and the number of actions performed on the initial model to execute the composition. The composition engine naively implemented to support the Adore approach (plain translation of logical rules into Prolog predicates, without specific optimizations), consumes on an average computer 12 68 seconds to build the final system (i.e., main success scenario, business extensions and non-functional concerns). Using a profiler, we identified that the test of model invariants consumes 90% of the execution time. Even if such a check is by essence a non-polynomial problem, simple optimizations (e.g., introducing cuts in the invariants to stop backtracking) can be done to reduce the time. However, the complete synthesis of such a large model in the scale of a minute is completely acceptable w.r.t. concurrent approaches.
Modeled System
Weave |Action ⋆ | Exec. Time Business-driven Cccms 34 2422 ∼ 5s Including NF concerns 139 10838 ∼ 68s The jSeduite application is based on a legacy implementation, daily used inside several academic institutions. It is used to broadcast information to user's devices in the context of academic institutions. The first version of this open-source system was released in 2005, and the current version represents 70, 000 lines of code. We identified several issues while developing the system, as repetitive, time-consuming and error-prone situations. We perform a reverse engineering of the jSeduite system, using Adore as a compositional approach to support its evolution 13 . This case study allows us to validate Adore according to the two following dimensions: (i) the capture of a real-life evolution process at the business process level and (ii) the capitalization of such evolutions in a software product line.
• Evolution Capture: we based this study on the evolution made to the up and running systems deployed and daily used in three institutions. School users express needs w.r.t. the running systems, and business processes were impacted to tackle this unforeseen changes. The most important changes expressed by the users were the introduction of new sources of information in the system. Thus, the concurrency property provided by Adore (as independent sources are called concurrently) was critical in this context to invoke up to 18 sources of information without introducing unwanted waits. The different fragments used to model each evolution simply define that the new source is called concurrently with the legacy process. The interference detection engine is then used to identify problematic situations and fix them.
• Capitalization: As each evolution applied to the system is implemented as a fragment, it is possible to obtain a version of jSeduite that does not contain it. It simply means not to weave this fragment on the legacy process. Users also express policies to be applied on sources of information, like shuffling or truncating the returned information. Thanks to the automated support provided by Adore, we start to model a software product line of jSeduite that accurately capitalize all the evolutions done in the system since the beginning [17] . An ongoing 2-years project 14 funded by the French national agency of research pursue the validation of Adore in this context.
Related Work
Relations with Aspect-oriented approaches. According to the Ercim working group on software evolution [18] , aspect-oriented approaches rely at a syntactic level on four elementary notions: (i) joinpoints, (ii), pointcuts (iii), advice and finally (iv) aspects. Joinpoints represents the set of well-defined places in the program where additional behavior can be added. In the context of Adore, we use activities to reify this notion. Pointcuts are usually defined as a set of joinpoints. In Adore, one can identify sets of activities as pointcuts using explicit declarations (e.g., use {act 3 , act 4 } activities as pointcuts) or computed declarations (e.g., all activities calling the service srv). Advice describes the additional business logic to be added in the initial system. Adore represents systems as a set of business processes. We reify advices in an endogenous way as business processes called fragment. Finally, aspects are defined as a set of pointcuts and advices. Adore uses composition directives to bind fragments to set of activities.
The main originality of Adore w.r.t. the aspect-oriented approaches is its order-independence weaving, where on the contrary aspects are sequentially woven. Dedicated Aop platform must be used to support aspect concurrency [19] , but their weaving is still sequential. One can found in the literature several research works which implement Aop mechanisms for Soa. For example, the Ao4Bpel framework [20] proposes a modification of a Bpel execution engine to support dynamic weaving of aspects. In [21] , authors propose to use aspect at different levels (semantic analysis, Bpel engine & Bpel processes) to support the introduction of unforeseen features. These approaches handle Aop at the level of the Bpel engine. However, these approaches are syntactically driven and does not support properly the definition of reasoning mechanisms (e.g., interference detection) or the insurance of weaving properties. On the contrary, Adore proposes a way to make operational such mechanisms.
Interference detection. State-of-the-art research work such as Mata [22] defines interference detection rules, based on critical pair analysis [23] . These mechanisms support designers by analyzing the given weaving directives, and then identify (i) dependencies (a directive produces an element consumed by another one) and (ii) conflicts (a directive avoids the application of another one). This notion supports the development of rule-based system, identifying conflicting situations such as "the rule r will delete an element matched by the rule r ′ " or "the rule r generates a structure which is prohibited according to the existing preconditions". We reuse these mechanisms on the set of woven directives to avoid weaving cycles for example. However, the detection mechanism proposed in this work only focus on directives, where Adore supports the definition of any rules using plain logic. We provide with Adore a set of detection rules that ensures the consistency of the system, complementing the ones provided by Mata. Nevertheless, Adore also supports home-made rules provided by the user that implements business-driven invariants.
Ciraci et al [24] proposes Grace, a graph-based approach to support aspect interference detection, at the model level. Based on graphs that represent the structure of a given model, they define a set of graph-transformation that implements an operational semantics for these graphs. They extends a formal modelchecker to automatically identify violations of invariants in the given models. As stated in Sec. 5, one can use Adore to express business-specific invariants to be checked in the evolved models. Adore is then complementary to Grace, focusing on behavior where their approach focuses on structure. Moreover, we recently combine Adore with a tool that support structure composition [25] , and as a consequence it should be possible to combine Adore with Grace to also support graph-based invariant for the structure of the services involved in an Soa. However, the business process models deal with more coarse-grained artifacts than the object model used by Ciraci, and a gap have to be filled between the service-orientation and the object-representation. The graph-based approach was also extended to software architecture [26] . Instead of expressing changes in terms of architecture rewriting, we place ourselves at the level of business process and use Adore fragments to capture changes. Weaving is used to apply these changes according to different evolution scenarios. We have not studied the cost of changes, and qualifying the choice of fragments using scoring (based on graph analysis) is one of our perspectives. Adore and Grace are already positioned in an tool-chain w.r.t. their Aspect-oriented modelling roots [27] .
Business Process & Workflow Evolution. The problem of the evolution of business processes is an old problem when considered in the large [28] . A particular attention is given here to the propagation of the evolution on the running instances of a given process [29] , as the execution of such a process can last for several years. Weber et al. [30] propose a conversational case-based reasoning to support the evolution of a process class through the analysis of the changes made on the associated instances. Inheritance was also investigated to support business process evolution [31] . According to this approach, one can perform an evolution by "sub-classing" a given process. Thus, migrating a process instance from an old process definition to a new one is reduced as a class conformity problem. Adore does not address the instance level, and only focus on the modelling of a process to be enacted in a dedicated workflow engine. Thus, the evolutions applied to a given Adore process are not propagated to the running instances. We recently introduced a runtime dimension in Adore based on complex-event processing to use events as the trigger of process adaptation [32] . The propagation of an evolution at the instance level is still an ongoing work.
Safe Transformations of Models. Introducing a set of evolutions in a legacy process can be seen as a model transformation. In the particular case of Adore, we consider in this paper model-to-model transformation, where orchestrations and fragments are the input models, and the Weaving algorithm the transformation to be applied. Contrarily to approaches that focuses on the modeling of transformations (e.g., Stratego [33] , ATL [34] ), we only provide with Adore a dedicated way to compose models in order to support their evolution. The main originality of Adore w.r.t. this topic is its ability to apply transformation in isolation (see weaving properties 1 & 2), thanks to the underlying action-based approach. Generalizing the approach used in Adore to support the definition of any composition algorithm is an ongoing work.
Heidenreich et al. [35] propose a component-based approach to combine model-transformation. According to Aßman [36] , a system that supports composition of model transformation must be composed by (i) a model to represent the application of transformations, (ii) a language to express their composition and finally (iii) a technique to make operational the previous element. In Adore, we use directive to model the application of transformations, set-theory to express their composition and finally an action-based approach to implement the transformations at runtime. Considering that several evolution algorithms can co-exist in the same domain (the complete Adore framework define three additional evolution algorithms [4] ), this kind of techniques will be necessary to rule the transformation system. This topic is currently explored as a part of the generalization mentioned in the previous paragraph.
Formal Service Composition. Diapason [37] is a formal framework used to verify, deploy and execute composition of services. Based on π-calculus, the approach is code-oriented: designers add "evolution point" in their orchestrations to support the upcoming modifications, at this particular point. Adore is more flexible on this point, as we allow a fragment to be woven at any place in an orchestration. In Diapason, different execution paths (i.e., traces) are computed thanks to simulation techniques. These traces are then analysed against properties defined using the logic-Diapason language. Adore also supports the declarative specification of model invariant, and ensure that the evolved models are compliant w.r.t. these invariants. We provide default invariants (i.e., deterministic termination), and the user can use the same formalism to express invariants dedicated to a given business domain. However, Adore suffers from using the graph-based models as input for the invariant checker engine. Similar work in the UML domain [9] shows that trace-based constraint checking is more efficient than graph-based one in this domain. A perspective of this work is to investigate this point, simulating execution of Adore process to obtain traces and then using these traces as input for the invariant checker.
Sequence Diagrams Weaving. In [38] , the authors propose a method dedicated to support the weaving of aspects using sequence diagrams formalism. Behavioral aspects are defined as sequence diagrams too. The approach is integrated into a multi-view modeling approach (Ram, [39] ). Aspects pointcuts are de-fined as events captured by the aspect and expressed in the base sequence diagram. The key idea of the approach is to support the matching of message sequences using a partOf semantic: an pointcut capturing the sequence of messages m 1 → m 2 will match a more longer sequence such as m 1 → µ → m 2 . This mechanisms supports the introduction of multiple aspects on the same point, as the events added by an aspect will not interfere with the others. According to its weaving mechanisms [40] , the approach supports the usage of multiple events as target, where usual Aop techniques capture a single one. From Klein's method, we keep three key points: (i) the usage of the same formalism to represent both aspect and base program, (ii) the support of multiple aspects weaving on the same point and (iii) the use of multiple activities as potential target of an aspect. However, the approach is dedicated to sequence diagrams (and the associated structural concerns described in class diagrams) which cannot be used "as is" to represent business processes. Finally, the composition operator defined in the approach relies on activity ordering, and does not support naturally the activity parallelism. Thus, Adore defines a domain-specific (Soa) composition mechanisms, dedicated to the intrinsic roots of business processes.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a meta-model named Adore that reifies key concepts associated to business process and then adequately support their evolution. We propose a logic-based meta-model, where process activities are represented as nodes, and relations between activities (e.g., wait or guards) as edges. The meta-model handles concepts dedicated to support a compositional approach of business process design, with the definition of fragment of processes. These fragments are incomplete by nature, and aim to be integrated into others processes. The Weave algorithm supports the evolution of processes through the integration of fragments into other processes. An interesting characteristic of this algorithm is its order-independence: the obtained result does not depend on the execution order of the weave directives expressed by the designers. As a consequence, it is intrinsically different (but hopefully complementary) to sequential approaches such as features or aspects.
Finally, we expose as perspectives several research topics identified as perspectives of Adore. Some of them are based on ongoing collaborations with other universities, but most of them are open fields which may lead to very exciting research dealing with the evolution of business processes through a compositional approach.
Introducing semantics. Adore does not reify the semantic associated to each behavior. As a consequence, the interference detection mechanisms will only detect syntactic interferences. Coupled with a semantic web engine to express the relationships between services and exchanged data, an important part of the interference resolution may be automated. This idea is inspired by the one described in [41] , where the authors automatically repair data-flow in Bpel processes, based on semantic annotations. Action sequence optimization. An a-priori analysis of the generated action sequences may effectively reduce the length of these artifacts. Another direction is the optimization of sequences based on action semantics: if an element e is going to be deleted with the execution of the action a i , one may consider to not execute actions which modifies e before its deletion (at the end, it will be deleted, so why should we waste time on this element?). These optimizations are not that easy [9] , but may lead to an approximation of minimal sequences.
Execution optimization. Nowadays, multi-core architecture are usual, even on personal computer. The use of multiple threads in an application can speedup its execution time. In the context of Adore, the action sequence to be executed can be analyzed to identify disjoint actions (that is, actions which do not work on the same artifacts). Consequently, a thread pool can be used to introduce parallelism inside the execution engine. Following the same idea, the computation of action sequences associated to composition directives are intrinsically independent, and may be executed in parallel (even automatically [42] ). Preliminary results show a real benefit (one-to-one, i.e., approximatively two times faster on a dual-core processor) to introduce multi-threading in the composition engine, at the implementation level.
Dynamic weaving. The Adore approach is static, supporting the definition of behavioral models, and their evolution at the model level. But the emerging "Models at Runtime" [43] paradigm emphasizes the need to handle models compositions at runtime, following a dynamic approach. Moreover, context-aware application needs to be reconfigured at runtime, which induces a dynamic modification of their behavior when encountering a new context of execution. For all these reasons, we found very important to now think about Adore as a dynamic composition engine, identifying what should be enhanced to support such an approach.
We consider here the PicWeb process defined in Fig. 1(a) . The process receives a tag from the user and build a set of pictures (represented by their URLs) pict ⋆ as an output. tag = (tag, string, f alse) ∈ V, pict ⋆ = (pict ⋆ , url, true) ∈ V Definition 2. Activities (A). An activity a ∈ A is defined as a name, a kind ∈ Kinds, a set of input variables inputs and a set of output variables outputs. The Adore meta-model defines nine Kinds of activities. We use closed terms ( i.e., terms without any free variables) to represent these concepts in first-order logic. The complete mapping between meta-model concepts and closed-terms is summarized in Tab The PicWeb process depicted in Fig. 1(a) Relations defined in Adore are used to model activity scheduling. We define a binary relation as an ordered pair of activities ( i.e., lef t and right). We denote as lef t < right the fact that a relation exists between lef t and right. As Adore defines different kinds of relations, we use a label (defined as a closed term) to reify this information.
lef t < right ⇒ ∃r = (lef t, right, label) ∈ (A × A × Closed) = R
In this section, we describe the semantics of each relation in isolation, considering only two activities. We focus on the two most important relations available in Adore, i.e., waitF or and guards. The complete execution semantics associated to Adore is described in [6] .
• Wait For (a ≺ a ′ ): it defines a basic wait between two activities. Let a ≺ a ′ ∈ R. The activity a ′ will start only after the end of the activity a.
• Guards (a c ≺ a ′ , a ¬c ≺ a ′ ): It enforces the waitF or relation to restrict the execution of its right activity according to the boolean response of the lef t one. Since a c ≺ a ′ , the a ′ activity will start only if the end of activity a assigns the boolean true to the variable c. For the sake of simplicity, we use the a c ≺ a ′ notation to refer to the existence of a guard, and the a ¬c ≺ a ′ notation to refer to its opposite.
In the PicWeb process described in Fig. 1(b) , the wait between a 0 and c 1 is modeled as a 0 ≺ c 1 = (a 0 , c 1 , waitF or). The conditional wait between c 1 and c 3 (we only read the cache when it is valid, i.e., when c is evaluated to true) is modeled as c 1 c ≺ c 3 = (c 1 , c 3 , guard(c)). As the < symbol represents any relation, both a 0 < c 1 and c 1 < c 3 are true. Definition 4. Path ( i.e., relation transitive closure). We define a path between two activities a and a ′ as the set of related activities used to go from a to a ′ according to a given set of relations R ∈ R ⋆ . The function path + (defined as path extension) computes all the existing paths between a and a ′ .
Definition 5. Business Processes (P). A business process p ∈ P is defined as a name (defined as a ground term), a set of variables (vars) to exchange data between service invocations, a set of activities (acts) which manipulate the variables, and a set of relations (rels) to schedule the activity set according to a partial order. Considering activities as vertices and relations as arcs, we can map a process to a directed graph. p = (name, vars, acts, rels) ∈ (Symbol × V ⋆ × A ⋆ × R ⋆ ) = P
The process depicted in Fig. 1(a) is then modeled as the following:
v 0 = (v 0 , {tag, f lickr, key, pict ⋆ }, {a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 }, {a 0 ≺ a 1 , a 1 ≺ a 2 , a 2 ≺ a 3 })
For a given process p ∈ P, we refer to the previously defined path function according to the rels(p) set of relations, and activities contained in the same process. Given a and a ′ two activities contained in acts(p), we denote as a → a ′ the existence of a path between a and a ′ . We assume that a = a ′ ⇒ a → a ′ . a → a ′ ≡ ∃p ∈ P, a ∈ acts(p), a ′ ∈ acts(p), path(rels(p), a, a ′ ) = ∅ ∨ a = a ′ Orchestrations = Fragments. A business process can be either an orchestration or a fragment of orchestration. We define two boolean functions (P → B) named isOrchestration? and isF ragment? to model this information. Fragments (denoted as F) and orchestrations (denoted as O) represent a partition of P. These two sets can be defined in intention:
O ≡ {p ∈ P | isOrchestration?(p)}, F ≡ {p ∈ P | isF ragment?(p)} P = O ∪ F, O ∩ F = ∅ Fragments specificities. Fragments represent incomplete behavior (which aims to be integrated into other processes) and consequently defines ghosts variables (handled in the fragment but concretely defined in the targeted business process). These variables are reified through fragment hook activity, which makes the link between the fragment and the targeted process. We define a dedicated function ghost : F → V ⋆ to identify such variables. To reify activities existing in the targeted process, we use the P (predecessors), S (successors) and hook activity kind. Note that a predecessor (resp. successor) activity can refer to a range of activities in the targeted process and a hook activity can refer to a block of activities. We also provide a set of eponymous functions to easily access to these artifacts in a given process:
e.g., P : F → A, P(f ) = a ⇒ a ∈ acts(f ) ∧ kind(a) = P Each invocation of a process p ∈ P is executed as a different instance. When the process is invoked, we attach an automata to each activity defined in acts(p). Each automata starts in its initial state, and waits for a trigger event to appear. Such a trigger is specific for each activity a, as it depends on the partial order defined by rels(p). We model it as the satisfiability of a logical formula ϕ(a). This formula composes the final states of a' predecessors, according to rels(p). As soon as the system can satisfy ϕ(a), the trigger symbol is sent to the automaton associated to a. Intuitively, the predecessors are combined with as a conjunction of their end. Special cases are handled by the introduction of the associated disjunctions, e.g., exclusive predecessors of f 1 in Fig. 1(b) .
Entry & Exit points. According to their kinds and their positions in the partial order induced by the relations, activities can be defined as entry or exit points. These definitions are used to verify the consistency of business process during and after the evolution. 
